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• Writing in Teams
– Standards for Authorship 
– Negotiating Authorship
– Author Order

• The Problem-Gap-Hook Heuristic

Agenda



The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) 
guidelines for determining authorship in health related journals: 

Writing in Teams – Standards for Authorship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solicit thoughts and responses from the audience…write them down somewhere…including things that people think are important determinants but aren’t on the list.



The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) 
guidelines for determining authorship in health related journals: 

• Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or the acquisition, analysis, or 
interpretation of data for the work; AND 

• Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; AND 

• Final approval of the version to be published; AND 

• Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to the 
accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved. 

Writing in Teams – Standards for Authorship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a person meets one or more of these criteria but not all four, they should be acknowledged as contributors. The ICMJE provides several examples of contributions which (alone) do not merit authorship. For example, writing assistance, technical editing, assistance with recruitment of participants, caring for study patients etc. A rule of thumb is that intellectual contributions must be made at multiple stages of the research process to qualify for authorship. A person who participates by collecting data or doing analysis intellectually directed by someone else does not qualify for authorship. 



Writing in Teams – Negotiating Authorship



• Is there an opportunity for me to be recognized as a co-author on publications arising from this 
project?

• What types of contributions will be necessary?

• What is the relation between these contributions and the paid work I am contracted to do?

• How will authorship order be negotiated?

• Who will adjudicate authorship order, contributions etc. if a conflict arises or clarity is needed?

Writing in Teams – Negotiating Authorship



Writing in Teams – Author Order

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authorship conventions vary by discipline. For example, in some disciplines, authors are listed alphabetically, while in others the order of authorship is very important. Some disciplines value single authored papers, some do not expect that any of your work will be authored by only one person. 



Writing in Teams – Author Order

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most controversial disciplinary authorship conventions is the “senior author” position. In health-related papers, the senior supervising author is typically listed last. This person is often (although not always) the Corresponding Author for the paper. This is what I do to highlight my role as Senior Author.In the Social Scientists, however, a heavily involved supervisor/senior author would typically be listed as the second author.  For social scientists working in medicine, it is often unclear where the senior author should be listed.Engineers often identify their contributions to technical papers by requesting the 2nd author spot.



Writing in Teams – Author Order

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In other instances, however, the last author is the person who has made the smallest contribution. 



Writing in Teams – Author Order



Writing in Teams –First Author Responsibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example where a number of conventions were used.Lead authorship (as corresponding author)Senior contributionsIndication of larger contributionsInstitutional recognition (i.e., type of contributor)Alphabetical



Writing in Teams –First Author Responsibilities

• Initiate conversations about authorship, and delegate work and responsibility 
accordingly.

• Keep co-authors informed about the progress of the work through review.

• Circulate complete citations for inclusion on the CVs of all co-authors.



The Problem-Gap-Hook Heuristic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We tend to think that journals exist to publish scholarly manuscripts. They do publish scholarly manuscripts, but that’s done in service of promoting scholarly conversations.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine yourself joining a conversation at a social event. After you hang about eavesdropping to get the drift of what’s being said (the conversational equivalent of the literature review), you join the conversation with a contribution that signals: your shared interest in the topic, your knowledge of what’s already been said, and your intention to add something new that will matter to those participating.



• Identify a problem in the world 

• Establish a gap in the current knowledge about the problem 

• Articulate a hook that convinces readers that this gap is of 
consequence.

The Problem-Gap-Hook Heuristic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To position your work as a compelling conversational turn, your Introduction must do three things:Identify a problem in the world that people are talking about, Establish a gap in the current knowledge or thinking about the problem, and Articulate a hook that convinces readers that this gap is of consequence. Ideally, these three elements appear in the first paragraph or two.The problem is not the same as the topic.The PGH is not the same as the research question.



Residency programmes use direct observation (a strategy in which the ‘master’ clinician watches
and provides feedback to the apprentice) to ensure that learners graduate with the requisite skills
to be competent, safe and independent practitioners.1,2 Direct observation is expected to serve
two purposes. First, it is expected to underpin the assessment of learner performance that all
programmes must conduct. Second, it is supposed to support learning by serving as a basis for
formative feedback and for coaching, in order to guide learners toward meeting their learning
objectives.3,4 Evidence strongly supports the validity and reliability of direct observation in
assessing a range of clinical competencies, including learners’ medical expertise, technical or
procedural skills,5,6 communication7 and professionalism,8 at the highest levels of Miller’s
assessment hierarchy. 9,10 By contrast with its established usefulness in assessment, however, the
influence of direct observation on trainees’ learning, patient care outcomes and professional
identity formation has not been widely studied11–15; there is limited evidence to support that
feedback generated from direct observation improves trainees’ learning and performance,12,16–18 or
that it improves patient safety and care.19 Direct observation may not occur with enough frequency
to be valuable for learning, 20,21 and using direct observation solely to assess individual
competencies may miss ‘the underlying meaning and interconnectedness of these roles in shaping
physician development’.13 A better understanding of how direct observation influences learning is
urgently needed. LaDonna, Hatala, Lingard, Voyer, Watling  
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